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The New Generation of Tech-Savvy
Farmers
A new line of farmers heads back to the land, food-security manuals and smartphones in
hand
BY DARCY SMITH PUBLISHED MAY 2, 2013

acing each other in traditional speed-dating lines, 60
or so fidgety farmers from across B.C. trade awkward
glances. But all it takes is a few nudges-about land
access and composting tips rather than pet peeves and

star signs-from coordinator Sara Dent for the volume in the
room to skyrocket. Everyone comes alive at the chance to talk
dirt at this inaugural Young Agrarians conference, held in
January at Summerhill Pyramid Winery in Kelowna.
Biodynamic farmer Gabe Cipes, whose family owns the place,
sums it up: "The old movement was about revolution; ours is
about resolution."

Heather Pritchard, program manager at FarmFolk CityFolk
and founding member of Glorious Organics Co-op, agrees.
"Today's young farmers are opting in rather than opting out,"
she says. "They are serious and focused, educated in a way we
weren't, more knowledgeable." Pritchard, a septuagenarian
Northwest Territories native, a dancer and kinesthetic learner,
found farming through "a natural progression to dig in the
dirt," and was part of the back-to-the-land movement in the
'70s. She watched many in her generation reject urban lifestyles
only to later abandon the land because they hadn't understood
what they were getting into, financially or physically. This time
around, she feels the movement has staying power. "This
generation is really about building a food system that is an
alternative to agribusiness. It's not about bringing the system
down. There's an acknowledgment that the system is not going
anywhere, but it will destroy us and we have to create
alternatives."

The Young Agrarians program, which Dent has modelled on the
American grassroots farming network The Greenhorns, officially launched in January 2012. As the ecological
agriculture movement has grown in B.C., Young Agrarians has evolved to meet the demand, focusing on establishing
a community of farmers both online and off-, and working on two major projects: a comprehensive online resource
map and a mentorship program. Based on the give-and-take relationship between Pritchard and Dent (Pritchard
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